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Semantic Segmentation Using CNN

Laplacian Pyramid Reconstruction and Reﬁnement Architecture

Semantic segmentation assigns a class label to each pixel in the image. Having a large
labeled dataset we can train a CNN to compute a score map for each class label. However,
the spatial resolution of high-level feature maps is much less than the input image due to
max pooling and down-sampling.

A common approach to solve this problem is to use bilinear upsampling to compute highresolution class scores from low-resolution class scores [1]. In this work we show that
better decoding of low-resolution activations and intelligent combination across levels can
greatly improve segment ﬁdelity.

Reconstructing High Resolution Segments
• We encode the high-resolution class scores using a
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Category speciﬁc basis functions for reconstruction.

linear combination of class-speciﬁc basis functions.

• Divide the high-resolution score maps into overlapping blocks and use a convolutional layer to predict the basis coeﬃcients for reconstructing each
block from the high-dimensional, low-resolution feature map.

class conditional probability

• We use low-resolution feature maps to reconstruct a coarse segmentation and then reﬁne this prediction by adding in
higher frequency details derived from higher resolution feature maps.

• Boundary masking (inset) suppresses the contribution of higher resolution layers in areas where the segmentation is
conﬁdent.
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• At each resolution layer, the reconstruction ﬁlters perform the same amount of upsampling (e.g., 8x). An additional
2x bilinear upsampling is then applied to each class score map before combining it with higher resolution predictions.
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Reﬁning Multi-level Predictions
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Example results of our model with and without boundary masking. The segmentation predictions from the 8x layer
of the model without masking has label noise not present in the 32x prediction. Masking allows such noise to be
repressed in regions where the 32x outputs have high conﬁdence.
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• The models and code are available at https://github.com/golnazghiasi/LRR

Experimental Performance Evaluation
• Base model is trained using 11k training images from PASCAL VOC 2011 augmented with multiple scaled versions
(0.5x-1.5x) cropped to a max dimension of 384×384. Final model is trained with 97k additional images from MS
COCO dataset.
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Mean intersection-over-union (IoU) accuracy for intermediate outputs at diﬀerent levels of our Laplacian reconstruction architecture trained with and without boundary masking and dilation and erosion
losses (DE).
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- Adding in higher resolution feature maps results in the most performance gain near object boundaries while masking
improves performance both near and far from boundaries.
- Running the model at multiple scales (ms) and post-processing with a conditional random ﬁeld (crf) yields further
small improvements.

• We compare our model without masking to the baseline FCN model [1] which uses bilinear upsampling on PASCAL
VOC 2011 validation data.
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FCN-32s FCN-16s FCN-8s LRR-32x LLR-32x LLR-16x LLR-8x LLR-4x LLR-4x-ms
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• Our model achieves mean IOU of 79.3% on PASCAL VOC 2012 test data and 71.8% on CityScape test data which
are among top performing model submitted to the test benchmark servers.

